
Limitations:
• Low sample size: Further research on the influence of writing tutoring on

academic performance is necessary to fully understand the potential this has on
reducing the income-achievement gap.

• Lack of writing specific assessment data: While reading assessments give insight
into the effect of writing tutoring, additional assessment data is necessary to
provide information on WISE’seffect on writing skills

• Outliers: External variables such as technological problems associated with
virtual tutoring and mentor bias mayhave resulted in outliers.
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Introduction
• Elementary schools in the Third Ward area in Houston show

consistently lower scores in writing as compared to other subjects on
standardized tests

HISDDistrict STAARPerformance: Elementary

Year
Figure1:HISDoverall STAARperformance in elementary schools 
over time asreported by the TexasEducationAgency (TEA).

• Writing to Inspire Successful Education (WISE) was created by high-
achieving University of Houston Honors College undergraduate students
partnering with a lower-income elementary school, Briscoe Elementary,
in the Houston Independent School District (HISD) system.

• Program Goals
- improve the development of foundational writing skills
- increase students’ confidence in their ability to write
- reduce the income-achievement gap in education
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Conclusion
• Tutoring in writing and reading skills for elementary-aged students may lead to

an increase in writing scores on standardized tests such as the State of Texas
Assessmentsof Academic Readiness (STAAR).

• Collecting and analyzing data from standardized tests such as the STAAR may
provide further information on how writing tutoring affects performance in
all academic subjects.

KeyFindings
• Barringsignificant outliers--

there isavisual positive  
correlation between the  
amount of both time and  
productivity in remote tutoring  
sessionsand performance on  
standardized benchmark  
assessments for reading low-
income fifth-gradestudents.

• Benchmark distribution  
improved overall

• Menteesslightly below 5th  

grade target appear more likely  
to reach target by the11/19  
benchmark
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